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Abstract 

Democratization is a phenomenon which we have seen in many parts of the world. This thesis 

investigates the democratic processes in Taiwan and South Korea and looks at the reasons 

why Singapore did not democratize. It does so by comparing four theories of democratization. 

The first theory is the Modernization theory, in which economic development cause 

democracy. The Second is the Transition theory, in which deliberate elite decisions matter. 

The third used theory is the Structural theory, in which class struggles are emphasized. The 

final theory is the International Factors, which basically is an approach that looks at what 

international factors can help account for the occurred development. The method used is the 

Structured, Focused Comparison. Further, it is also a literature study, where the material 

analyzed is material written by renowned scholars within the field of democratization. This 

study finds that not any of these theories can explain democratization, but that they are all 

important factors when it comes to democratization, and can be used rather as tools than 

frameworks. However, it does acknowledge the need for all theories, but also argues for 

another set of factors that works as a compliment to the already established theories, such as 

legitimacy, in which the author argues that perhaps Singapore does not have to democratize 

because their rule seems to be legitimate by Singaporean people. It further builds to some 

extent on the current debate in democratization studies about universalism and sequentialism, 

where the author argues in favor of the universalists by showing why there are no 

preconditions.    

 

Keywords: democratization, democracy, modernization theory, transition theory, structural 

theory, international factors, Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, sequentialism, universalism. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The recent years have been filled with thoughts and actions about democracy and 

democratization. The Arab spring has been well documented in the media, and hard to get 

away from the fact that there are a lot of people not satisfied in that region.  This might be just 

a part of the 3
rd

 wave, as Huntington would argue. Democratization has been apparent in 

many regions of the world, and most recently it swept over the Arab countries as the Arab 

Spring. The third wave has also been apparent in Asia, and we have seen a few consolidated 

democracies that have been established during the third wave. Huntington argues that, 

“Economic development makes democracy possible; political leadership makes it real” 

(Huntington 1991: 316), but there is more to democratization than just that, which this thesis 

will explore. 

This thesis analyzed the democratization process, and it did so by analyzing three case 

studies: Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore, where the first two are democracies and the 

latter an authoritarian state. It further analyzed the process by testing four theoretical 

approaches (three theories and one approach) of democratization. For the sake of simplicity, I 

will refer to all these approaches as theories. The aim was to apply these theories on the three 

cases to see if it is possible for all, none, one, two, or three of theories to explain the level of 

democratization in these three political entities. Many scholars have attempted to explain 

democratization by different theories, and by reviewing them, I have come to the conclusion 

to use the Modernization Theory, the Transition Theory, the Structural Theory and what I call 

the international factors. There are many other factors that scholars have used to attempt to 

explain why today looks like today, but this thesis seeks to examine these theories in this 

context. Further, this paper have the hypothesis that economic growth (modernization theory) 

cannot alone explain the democratic transition, since Singapore it yet to democratize, and 

instead seeks to find a better way to explain it.  

These cases are interesting due to their similarities, but also because of their completely 

different outcomes. Singapore is ranked as partly free by the Freedom House, with a score 

4.0. Taiwan and South Korea are ranked as free, with a score just slightly above (read as: 

worse than) Sweden with a score of 1.5. The score a country (or territory) may have on the 
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freedom house scale is from one up to seven, where free is within the range of 1 – 2.5, party 

free within 3-5, and not free within 5.5 – 7.0 (Freedom House 2012). According to this report, 

Singapore is fairly close to being free, but they are not free, and as many scholars bring up, 

the President of Singapore has said that Singapore does not need democracy, which will be 

discussed later. No matter how much one could criticize different databases for their results, 

one could also see what the numbers actually mean, and what this database shows is that there 

is a difference, and the territories look different in their level of democracy, 50 years after the 

start of their economic boom. Unfortunately their online report does not go all the way back to 

the 60s, but it can effectively show the level of what they call freedom in modern time, since 

they have annual reports of all these countries since 2002. 

I have chosen this topic and these cases primarily based on my own interest, which has grown 

throughout my time living in Asia, having spent time in China, South Korea and Hong Kong, 

but culminated during my last year of study when I was an exchange student in Hong Kong 

where I took classes in democratization in Asia, where I was learning about my own 

surroundings. Further, my B-level thesis was on democratization in Taiwan, with a transition 

approach, but I wanted to widen the scope, to contribute more to the field of democratization, 

since I believe that we are far from reaching the level of knowledge needed to properly 

understand democratization. Further, studying different phenomenon in Asia is interesting, 

partly because the culture differs greatly from what I am used to, but also because there are 

not as many studies made about cases in Asia, although the number is fast as ever growing. 

However, combining the western concept of democracy with Asia is interesting as well, since 

different cultures are bound to cope with some aspects differently, or so I believe. These 

combined elements have really gotten my interest, and exploring democratization in South 

Korea, Taiwan and Singapore have given answers to some of my doubts about 

democratization, and I want the results to contribute and bring the research forward, which I 

believe this thesis does.  

1.2 Key concepts  

1.2.1 Democracy 

The definition of democracy is always important in a study of democratization. However, it is 

not democracy per se which is of importance in this essay, it is how you get there that matters. 

On the other hand, it is might be easier to understand the road to democracy if you know what 
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democracy is.  A problem that comes with defining democracy in this thesis is the use of 

several different theories of democratization. Naturally, democracy is the place where you end 

up after the theory has shown you the way there. On the contrary one might argue that in an 

“all roads lead to Rome” fashion that they all share the same definition of democracy, it is just 

different roads to get there. I do not think that is the case though, and by reviewing the 

literature on both democracy and democratization, it is a fairly easy conclusion to make. 

Further, democracy can be viewed in many different ways; it may be seen as something fixed, 

that you have or do not have, or it may be seen as a utopia, something that cannot be 

achieved, but instead should be what democratic countries should be aiming for, or it might be 

seen as something that varies, with different degrees of democracy. I tend to use the latter 

definition, that democracy can be in different levels, and therefore, one country can be more 

democratic than another country, as was done in the introduction, using the Freedom House. 

The Freedom House is an organization which assembles an annual survey, which asks citizens 

of 191 countries questions regarding political rights and civil liberties (Freedom House 2012). 

This view is enforced by Hadenius and Teorell who argue that who argues that merely 

determining if a country is democratic or not simplifies the matter by just looking at a few 

concrete examples, such as many modernization theories whom only look at the electoral 

process for instance (Hadenius & Teorell 2005). 

Even if there are several levels of democracy, democracy itself has to have a few concrete 

characteristics. My definition of democracy is from the work of Teorell, who argues that 

“[democracy] implies the holding of periodic, free, fair  and effective elections to the 

legislative and/or chief executive offices of state, together with a bundle of continually upheld 

political rights, most notably freedom of association and opinion” (Teorell 2010: 30). This is 

quite a basic view of democracy, which is not that specified, but leaves it open for different 

degrees of democracy. However, some might argue that one needs to specify what a fair 

election is, as an example, but I argue that for this thesis, that definition is sufficient as it is. 

Also, we can that when a country democratizes, these rights and notions get stronger.  

1.2.2 Democratization 

As mentioned above, democratization is the road to democracy, the transition itself. An 

extremely simplified definition of democratization would be when a nondemocratic country 

becomes democratic. A longer definition of democratization is obviously needed, but it differs 

greatly based on what school of thought you have, and the different schools are defined 
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above, as the theories. However, whether they work or not is debated in the analysis and in 

the conclusion below.  

Nevertheless, one of the biggest current debates within democratization is about 

sequentialism. Basically the main question is about whether there is a need for preconditions, 

as the sequentialists believe, or if the preconditions are rather enabling conditions (Ginsburg 

2008). The different methods naturally give different approaches, where as in the prior, there 

is a need to work on the preconditions before democratization. Mansfield and Snyder argues 

that “it is dangerous to push states to democratize before the necessary preconditions are in 

place and that prudent democracy-promotion efforts should pay special attention to fostering 

those preconditions (Mansfield & Snyder 2007:5). In contrast to that, Carothers argues that 

“[s]equentialism is a method for putting off democratization until some uncertain future time, 

rooted in skepticism about democracy’s values and chances” (Carothers 2007:27). Further 

Carothers believes that this method enables the dictatorship to stay in power much longer, to 

keep people far away from power and at the same time make the international arena happy 

where as Mansfield and Snyder believes that if one does not build up the preconditions, the 

countries where democracy have been enforced can easily turn ugly, and they points their 

readers to look in the direction of Iraq, in which they believe that the institutions were not 

developed enough (Mansfield & Snyder 2007). Whatever one’s opinion is on this, it is clear 

that the international factors are incorporated.  

 

1.3 Structure of thesis 

The thesis is divided into six parts, some which include several sections. The first part is the 

introduction and where I present the topic together with the research questions and with 

relevant background information so that the reader will be prepared for the analysis.  

The second part is the theory part, which will consist of several parts itself, one for each 

theory that will be explained. For the reader to fully understand the theories, I have analyzed 

the texts by the founding authors, but also compared it to newer versions to understand how 

the theories can be used today, and how they can be used on the three cases that will be 

presented in the fourth part. 
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The third part is the methods part, where the choices of methods are discussed, how the 

research have been conducted, and what choice of sources I have chosen and how these 

sources have been found, and why they are credible.  

The fourth part is the main body, where the analysis have been made, where the three case 

studies have been analyzed within the theoretical framework at hand, I have also tried to 

capture other aspects that the theories have not been able to explain. This section also includes 

a part where I discuss the similarities and differences, to fully understand the meaning of the 

different cases, and in the latter part, I also discuss universalism and sequentialism more, by 

applying them to my cases. 

The fifth part is the conclusion, where the important facts will be brought up again as a 

reminder for the reader and contrasted with the research question. I also discuss some 

important issues regarding democratization, and I also aim to bring up what should be studied 

further. 

The sixth part consists of the references. 

1.4 Purpose of study 

“There may be many roads to democracy” (Rustow 1970: 345). I would argue that Rustow is 

absolutely correct in this assumption, and the purpose of this study is to examine the 

democratization process, to find out how the different theories explain democratization, in 

what ways they succeed and in which ways they fail. I had the view that it might be an 

impossible task to complete, since they explain different aspects of the same thing, but it still 

important to analyze these theories, for further knowledge, but also to understand what 

aspects they do explain and how that can be useful in explaining democratization in different 

countries or in general. I also aimed to explain why South Korean and Taiwan became 

democratic when Singapore did not. I wanted to give understanding to these cases by looking 

at them through the chosen democratization theories. In this thesis, I looked at the established 

theories, to understand why there has not been a successful attempt to explain 

democratization. However, I do not establish my own theory, but instead I analyzed the 

already established theories and other factors important to democratization. In this thesis I 

also sought to investigate whether there is a theory which can explain these three cases or not, 

and if it could potentially be applied on other cases all over the world. If none of these 

theories manage to properly explain, I aimed to account for why, and I hope that my research 
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can contribute to further research. I lasty also wanted to explore the current debate within 

democratization of sequentialism and universialism, to understand whether there are 

preconditions or not for democracy, which I believe to have an impact on the theories. 

1.5 Research questions 

 Why did Singapore not democratize, as Taiwan and South Korea did, even though 

they are all similar cases? 

o What factors were at work and are those factors preconditions or just enabling 

factors?  

 How do the different theories account for the democratization process (or lack of 

democratization process) in South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore? 

The first question is a general question regarding the three cases which have been analyzed. 

The following sub-question is a compliment to the first by showing what I actually looked at. 

To account for why democratization both happened and did not happen I wanted to put this in 

a theoretical framework for greater understanding, and thus, the second main question was 

posed. Answering these questions give a thoroughly understanding of the democratic 

processes that have occurred, both within a theoretical framework, but also what other factors 

that might have been present. 

 

1.6 Motives 
It is important to study these countries and the processes within for several reasons. Firstly, 

Asia is a region growing in importance, and it is a region that is getting richer and richer, 

which lead to more people becoming interested in Asia, and that as they are getting richer, 

one could argue that their chances of turning democratic are bigger (although they might just 

have a bigger chance of sustaining democracy if they for some reason democratize, however, 

this is a discussion saved for later).  Further, these cases can show us how democratization 

might work, what factors that drove (or did not drive) democratization, in a different context 

that what we are used to. Including Singapore into the equation is good to actually test the 

theories I have set out to test, because theories should not merely explain why something 

occurs, they should be able to account for why something did not happen.  
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These cases are also important to study, because it can prove useful for governments in other 

states to see how democratization works, however it is up to them if they decide to try to 

transition into this way of governing. Another important aspect for why these three countries 

are analyzed is for the factor that they are Asian and Democracy is often seen as a western 

concept, and this study highlights democracy in Asia and all that it implies.  

Understanding how democratization worked in Asia is perhaps of even more importance than 

ever right now, since there are movements toward democracy in several places in Asia, such 

as Burma and Malaysia, and understanding how democracy happened in South Korea and 

Taiwan, and why it did not happen in Singapore can help anyone, from scholar to government 

official, to understand Asian democracy.  

1.7 Delimitations 

Trying to explain a theory by using case studies always has the problem of what cases to 

choose. I have tried to overcome this problem by having a specific research question, where 

the choice of cases seems obvious. There is also a problem with choosing theories, however, I 

hope to cover most relevant theories, but there are always more theories or variants to the 

theories, but naturally this thesis cannot explain all theories of democratization due to its page 

and time limit. However, to get around the problem that choices create, I have tried to pose as 

clear research questions as possible.  

Taiwan may be a troublesome case to study. It calls itself the Republic of China, but it does 

not have a seat in the United Nations, and is seen by the Government in Beijing as a part of 

China, and where they stand themselves differ with whom is in office, but what is clear is that 

they are not a sovereign state. Although Taiwan will be referred to as a country, it is only 

done for the sake of language simplicity, but one might argue that they are nothing more than 

merely a political entity. If I was to fully explain Taiwan’s legal status, I would have to 

conduct a completely different research, which is out of the scope of this thesis. 

Another problem is the fact that every author has his/her own view on democratization, and 

for why and how it happens, therefore there can be many authors describing the same case in 

terms of democratization but with completely different conclusions. Even though that 

problem is likely to arise, it raises the importance of this study, to bring these views together, 

to see why/how it really happened, therefore, I use material from all sorts of schools, instead 

of just strictly keeping to one school of thought.  
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Another delimitation is the fact that the democratization field is so broad. At first it might 

seem like the thesis is limited down by the choosing of cases, but as I started doing research, I 

realized that it what I saw was just the tip of the iceberg, there are so many more aspects that I 

could have been covering, but I do not have the time, space, or knowledge for that matter, to 

make a complete analysis of all the democratic aspects of all these countries. Therefore I have 

tried to narrow it down further, to incorporate what I consider to be the most important and 

the most relevant facts for this thesis. 

1.8 Previous research  

There has been a lot written on democratization as a phenomenon, and the literature regarding 

this comes from all sorts of angles looking at all different types of cases. There are a few 

researchers whom have contributed more than others in this field, authors such as Lipset 

(1960), Rustow (1970) and Moore (1966) have all contributed with their own different 

aspects, showing why democratization occurs by arguing for completely different things, with 

very different methods, and even though they all share being comparative, their conclusions 

differs due to the fact that Lipset uses a large-N comparative method as compared to the other 

two whom instead focus on a smaller number of cases to explain why we have seen 

democratization. Those three political scientists all have made theories that are still arguably 

valid today, and they have been analyzed in this thesis.  Another famous scholar within this 

field is Huntington (1992) with his “Third wave of democratization” in which argues that 

democratization have come in waves (and reverse waves as well) and therefore they must be 

linked, and this incorporates the international factor as well, which the scholars mentioned 

previously leave out of their theories.  

A recent study on democratization has been done by Teorell, in which instead of staying 

within one of these schools he tries to combine statistics with case studies, as far as it is 

applicable, which in turn constitutes a new way of regarding democratization. However, the 

other theories are still widely used to analyze democratization all over the world, and since 

some of them already survived more than 40 years, one can easily see that they are wisely 

constructed, since they have proven the test of time, which might be one of the hardest jobs 

for theories within social science, since more and more scholars come with newer and newer 

ideas, which many of them are designed as a critique of other theories. Furthermore, Teorell 

actually argues in his conclusions that “[his] results confirm the continued importance of all 

three intellectual traditions that have dominated the field of comparative democratization 
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studies: the structural approach [what I call modernization theory] initiated by Lipset (1959), 

the strategic approach [what I refer to as transition theory] heralded by Rustow (1970) and 

O’Donnell and Schmitter (1986), and the social forces tradition [or structural theory] 

originated by Moore (1966)” (Teorell 2010: 151). 

Apart from Teorell, Rustow, More and Lipset, there are numerous scholars who have 

contributed to the field of democratization, and many have proved important to the 

development of this thesis. However their views and arguments are many, due to the fact that 

there are so many ways democratization can be interpreted, which I, in this thesis, explain. 

The different views are due to under what theoretical framework and what methods they have 

chosen, but the field of democratization is a rich field in terms of literature, however, there are 

not many studies done in the same manner as this one.  

Also for previous research, a lot of works on democratization has been published within the 

Journal of Democracy, which has been of great help during my research process as well. 

Where, to mention one of the many examples, Slater (2012) has written about Strong-State 

Democratization, and how that has been important for the development of democracy in 

Malaysia, but more importantly in Singapore. 

There is also an ongoing debate about sequentialism and universalism, which basically tries to 

answer the fact whether there are preconditions to democracy or not. Authors in that debate 

are authors such as Ginsburg (2008), Carothers (2007), Mansfield and Snyder (2007), whom 

all have their own view. My personal view will be discussed later in the thesis. However, 

what the debate is about will be covered in the key concept section. 

What is interesting about the previous research that I have studied is that democratization 

always seems to be something positive. The lack of studies which criticize democratization 

and denounce it as bad do not seem to exist. However, as China keeps on growing, and as 

long as it remains a nondemocracy, I believe that studies which are more critical to what we 

see now are bound to appear. The problem might lie in that for democracy to be consolidated 

it needs to be “the only game in town”, and most scholars come from countries where this is 

the case, hence it is politically incorrect to write anything else. However, during most of this 

thesis, I must admit to having written of democracy as a positive notion, but perhaps that is 

because I come from Sweden where democracy is the only game in town.   
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2. Theories 

This section explains the theories that have been used in the analysis. As mentioned 

previously, this thesis tests four theories of democratization on Taiwan, South Korea and 

Singapore. The theories that have been tested are all thoroughly explained in this part, where 

each and every theory has gotten its own section. Firstly I explain the theory of 

Modernization, which has the main argument that economic development will lead to 

democracy. The second theory that I explain is the Transition Theory, which believes that 

democratization comes from the political elite. Thirdly, I explain the Structural Theory, which 

is a theory in which scholars argue that democratic transitions come from changing class 

structures. The last theory that is being brought up is not a theory per se, it is more of an 

approach, but I believe it to be important in order to understand democratization, and I have 

decided to call it the international factors in this thesis. Together these four theories make the 

theory part, and will all be used in the analysis. The theory part also includes two key 

concepts that are vital for the reader to know to understand the analysis, which are democracy 

and democratization. 

2.1 Modernization 

Modernization is one of the oldest theories of democratization, and became a big hit in the 

early 60s by Lipset, who is one of the most renowned scholars within this school of thought. 

His article, with some modifications was later published in his book “Political Man” and it 

have been called by one of the most outstanding article in modern Democratization theory by 

Larry Diamond, who argues that it is “one of the most controversial, durable, and frequently 

cited articles in the social sciences” (Diamond 1992: 450). Since this is where the theory 

started, it is also a good starting point in trying to understand his theory. Lipset did not 

explicitly call his theory the “modernization theory”, but it is what we will call it from now 

on. However, his theory is about economic development and democracy, and he argues that: 

“Perhaps the most common generalization linking political systems to other aspects of society 

has been that democracy is related to the state of economic development. The more well-to-do 

a nation, the greater the chances that it will sustain democracy” (Lipset 1970: 49-50). This 

also works as his hypothesis when developing his theory. To test his theory he used several 

indices to explain economic development such as wealth, industrialization, urbanization, and 

education, and with statistics he shows that more democratic groups of countries scores higher 

on these indices than groups of less democracy (Lipset 1960). Further he argues that 
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modernization is a process which does not have to happen rapidly, but what is more important 

is that democracy is a part of this modernization. However it is a later part rather than an 

earlier part of modernization.  The reason for that is that if citizens of a country have enough 

money, they do not need to care extensively about what party will get into office, because 

whatever they have in their wallet will not change that much, but if they are poorer, a little 

less money might mean a lot, and then they might instead try to bring whomever that gets into 

office down, by all means. Furthermore, if one is poor, one would use his money to help his 

own kin, which is not conducive to democracy, since it slows down the development on 

efficient bureaucracy (Lipset 1970: 59, 66).  

Lipset wrote this in the 60s and the world has evolved a lot since then, not only do we have 

more countries, but we also have more ways of analyzing data, especially when it comes to 

quantitative data analysis. Therefore Lipset’s theory has been tested in many ways by a ton of 

scholars, and according to Diamond in his study “Economic Development and Democracy 

Reconsidered” he concludes that “Lipset (1960) was broadly correct both in his assertion of a 

strong causal relationship between economic development and democracy and in his 

explanations of why developments promotes democracy” (Diamond 1992: 36). However, 

Diamond’s compilation of statistics can be seen as a more modern version of the 

modernization theory, which in its fundamentals has not shifted much from 1960. Some 

important aspects have been added though, such as the threshold for when economic 

development is actually working to promote democracy, and a country should not be too rich 

neither should it not be too poor (Diamond 1992). Further, especially between the 60s and the 

90s, quantitative modernization researchers came up with conclusions highly in favor of its 

own theory, were they manage to prove again and again that there is a strong relationship 

between socioeconomic development and democracy, and that higher socioeconomics 

developments definitely gives a higher probability of democracy. Many also showed that the 

result is not like a linear curve, that but for most parts a positive relationship can be found, 

even if it is not consistent with time, which perhaps can be explained by the waves of 

democratization. Further, socioeconomic development is far from the only determinant, but it 

is indeed the most important one (Diamond 1992). Even though statistics might favor this 

view, and give it credibility for managing to live on for more than 40 years, it still has its 

problems. What this theory does not tell is why this development creates the opportunity for 

democratization, it gives no answer to what aspects of the society it affects, in deeper terms, 
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and that itself is a problem with the conduct of research. Instead of searching for why 

countries democratize they look for general features within democratized (and democratizing) 

countries to make generalizations, which later are put out as conclusions and facts. Further 

critique has been launched against the modernization theory, and among others, Rustow 

(1970) have argued that economic development is not a prerequisite for democracy, but 

instead there is a need for national unity and also the will from the elites towards a democratic 

transition (Rustow 1970). Diamond agrees with Rustow on his point that it is not a 

prerequisite, instead Diamond argues that it does not have to be there when the transition 

starts, but instead needs to be there at some points as the transition proceeds, hence he calls it 

a requisite instead (Diamond 1992). This last part contradicts to a certain level with what 

Lipset believes, since he argues that, as mentioned previously, they need some sort of money 

before democracy can happen, for them to allow periodical shifts in government etc (Lipset 

1970: 66). Furthermore, one of the strengths that the modernization has is due to the fact that 

it has a large-N comparative quantitative approach, thus one could call it universal (Potter 

1997: 12b). All theories based on qualitative approaches may lack the universality which 

modernization theory can call itself upon, and it is indeed hard to argue against facts, but as 

we shall see, there are other ways of tackling the issue of democratization.  

However, since this was one of the very first theories of democratization it is bound to have 

received a lot of criticism. Przeworski and Limongi argues that “to assert that democracies 

emerge as a result of economic development is the same as to say that dictatorships die as 

countries ruled by them become economically developed” (Przeworksi & Limongi 1997: 

157). However if I was to criticize the criticism, I would argue that the problem with their 

statement is the fact that there are levels of democracy, it is not all in black and white. On the 

other hand they do point out a flaw in the modernization theory by simply reformulating the 

result of economic growth as the fall of dictatorship, which sounds less plausible, especially if 

you look at the world as it seems today. Further they argue that democracy is not a byproduct 

of economic development, and that people that fight for democracy fight for democracy 

because they see it having a chance, they are not just working for democracy by helping an 

authoritarian state get a higher level of economic development. Przeworski and Limongi 

statistically proves Lipset wrong in his argument that a nation would better sustain democracy 

the more well to do they are by showing that democracies (and also dictatorships) would have 

a higher probability of surviving if they see a small economic growth with a per capita income 
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less than $1,000, as compared to a more well-to-do nation with a small economic decline but 

with a per capital income between $1,000 - $2,000 (Przeworksi and Limongi 1997). 

Not only well known scholars can find exceptions to this theory, and as noted in the 

introduction, one of the exceptions to this theory is Singapore. Further, if you look at the 

world, one can also easily think of the oil-rich countries located in the Middle East. It is a 

strong negative feature of a theory if it has too many exceptions, especially for an empirical 

theory like modernization.  

2.2 Transition theory 

This theory was developed 10 years after Lipset brought his theory of modernization onto the 

table, and can be seen as criticism to modernization. However it can also be regarded as 

another explanation of democratization, in which Lipset’s socioeconomic development 

merely is one of the factors which might account for democratic transitions, but is not at all 

raised on a pedestal, as in the theory of modernization. One of the front scholars within this 

school of thought is Dankwart A. Rustow (1970), who wrote the article “Transitions to 

Democracy, Toward a Dynamic Model”. He argues that there is a need for a genetic theory 

instead of just a functional theory, which he believes the modernization theory to be, which at 

the time of his writing was the best know attempt to understand democratization, and it was 

done by statistical correlations, to show something bigger. Rustow argues that the correlation 

that Lipset brings fourth is by all means some sort of correlation, but it is far from causation, 

it just shows that they are connected, and one can raise the question whether citizens who can 

read make better democrats or if better education will lead to higher economic growth. 

Further one might ask whether it is a reciprocal connection, or if there is an another factor 

which in turn make all these go up at the same time, thus creates this seemingly valid 

correlation (Rustow 1970: 342). Diamond, one the other hand, argues for the validity of 

Lipset’s theory by examining studies made by all sorts of authors for 30 years after the 

publication of Lipset’s Political man, where he argues that there actually is a strong causal 

relationship (Diamond 1992). However, what Rustow sets out to do is not just to prove Lipset 

wrong, but to instead present other types of facts and conduct research with a completely 

different focus. His study is more of a small-N comparative study, which instead emphasizes 

the questions of why things occurred rather than just showing a correlation of some sort of 

causality. His two cases are Sweden and Turkey, which among others are used in his 

explanation of this theory, I will explain this theory differently, I will go through the major 
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themes of it, and then I will apply it to my cases. However, what differentiates this theory 

from its predecessor is the shift of emphasis from socioeconomic development to instead a 

historical approach concerning the political elites, which in turn mean that democracy is 

actually created by people, not by the system itself (Potter 1997: 14-15b) which is a crucial 

aspect of this theory. 

However, as mentioned previously, according to this school of thought, the sole prerequisite 

for democracy is to have “national unity”, it needs to be the first thing in the process, but it 

does not matter when this happens, it could be at any point, as long as it precedes all other 

phases of democratization. The other phases are (assuming there is national unity), a 

preparatory phase, a decision phase, and finally a Habituation phase (Rustow 1970). The 

preparatory phase can be summarized by “… [having] this single background condition, the 

dynamic process of democratization itself it set off by a prolonged and inconclusive political 

struggle… Such a struggle is likely to begin as the result of the emergence of a new elite that 

arouses a depressed and previously leaderless social group into concerted action” (Rustow 

1970:352). Further, the struggle needs to be prolonged, and the main combaters needs to rally 

on different sides of the issue, which can be seen as polarization rather than pluralism, which 

is supposed to be one of the trademarks of democracy. And to put it as Rustow; “what infant 

democracy requires is not a lukewarm struggle but a hot family feud” Rustow (1970:355), 

further he argues to complete the preparatory phase, the leaders need to accept, by a deliberate 

decision, that there is diversity in unity, and to solve that dispute, institutionalize some of the 

features that we consider democratic. This phase is perhaps the most fundamental phase for 

the transition to go bad, and instead go in another direction, since it is a complicated 

combination of occurrences, however, if it passes on to the decision face, democracy will be 

much closer.  

During the decision phase the role of the leaders intensify, and for the democratic transition to 

process, the top leaders need to actively make policies that slowly shifts the power towards 

democracy, and this can only happen by choice. These choices need to be taken by a small 

amount of people, the elite, which may consist of the old leaders, the protagonists that were 

putting pressure during the past phase, and other groups that might have risen on the political 

arena as time was passing by. These choices lead to a compromise, that everyone agrees with, 

for various reasons, but the compromise itself does not solve the differences these groups 

have. Once this is made, the people are forced to live with it, not only the elites, and that is the 
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start of the final process, the Habituation phase. In this phase another power struggle comes in 

and it is the competitive process that we have in all democracies. This further brings fourth 

good democrats, who believe in democracy, and the ones that do not, they fall short of power, 

and either have to give up politics or adapt. This almost democratized society, now only have 

one more obstacle, which is that it needs to be successful in solving big issues, to consolidate 

people’s faith in democracy, and lastly as this proceeds, the population will be accustomed to 

this new set of principles, and after that, the transition is complete. There are some risk factors 

during the habituation phase as well though, because there is quite a high risk that the new 

political system will not manage to solve some critical issues during this time, which might 

damage the people’s view of democracy, and might even turn fatal for democracy as a 

governing system (Rustow 1970). One could argue that in its core, democracy becomes 

established to solve some sort of problem, which is mainly done by the elite, partly from the 

pressure of the poorer. Since democracy is about arguing and compromising, one could easily 

see how accepting these premises brings you closer to democracy, and it becomes a good 

critique to modernization theory, and stands well on its own.   

However, this theory is not all without shortcomings though, and one might argue with the 

fact that it concentrates too much on short-term calculations, which in turn excludes long term 

forces which may completely change the outcome, and “it has never adequately addressed the 

question of what it is that conditions the presence of certain sets of actors in certain 

circumstances, and what determines their preferences interests and beliefs” (Teorell 2010: 

21). 

2.3 Structural theory 

The final theory in this section is the structural theory, since the international factors in the 

next section might not be a theory on its own. Nevertheless, one of the founding fathers of this 

theory was Barrington Moore (1966), in his book “Social Origin of Dictatorship and 

Democracy” which was written in between Lipset’s and Rustow’s work. This theory looks 

upon the history of each case to see if they have met all the condition for democracy. This 

study was made as a small-N study, just as the transition theory, without the use of statistics 

as the modernization theory draws upon. Democratic development is a struggle which aims to 

do three things; check arbitrary rulers, to replace these arbitrary rules with good rules that are 

fair and rational, and to include the population in the making of the rules which the society 

builds upon (Moore 1966). Moreover, although it has a historical approach, earlier phases of 
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premodern societies are to be neglected, and the emphasis is therefore on modern societies, 

thus some factors are left out, such as the cultural aspects. Instead it is important to look at the 

structures of a society, to see whether they are suited for democracy or not, and if not, there 

are two other outcomes, fascism and communism. It might seem a bit old fashioned way of 

looking at the world, but one has to remember that it was written in the 60s. On the other 

hand, even though premodern societies are out of the scope, it is still of importance to see that 

difference places have different starting points. Western feudalism is to be regarded as 

favorable (as compared to China’s mandate of heaven for instance, even though Taiwan 

managed to democratize) since it, among other things, had “the conception of the right of 

resistance to unjust authority (Moore 1966: 415). Therefore, having royal absolutism, or any 

other preindustrial bureaucratic way of governing into the modern time is unfavorable to 

democracy. Not having the upper class in check is unfavorable as well, they should be able to 

neither pillage nor seek freedom for themselves, hence the nobility and the crown needs to be 

in balance for democratic transitions to emerge (Moore 1966: 417).    

In the Structural theory the bourgeois are important, and as Moore argues, by agreeing to 

Marxism by saying “No bourgeois, no democracy” (Moore 1966: 18). The bourgeois are 

important in the establishment of markets in towns, as they are the so called town dwellers, 

which are important in democratic transitions. However at this stage of development one of 

the decisive occurrences is that the landed elite need to change the focus on agriculture from 

just providing for themselves to something more commercial. However, for this sector to 

work there is a need for means of transportation, especially before the developments of trains 

(Moore 1966). Further, in order for this phase to be successful in its way towards democracy, 

the elite in the countryside and the town dwellers inside the cities must not align and go hard 

against the peasants and workers. It can be avoided as the commercial and industrial leaders 

are becoming of more importance in the society, and the elite in the countryside adapt to the 

bourgeois habits, which only seems to be feasible at an early stage of development. The 

reasons for the elite to adapt, is the fact that it helps them in keeping their position in the 

political society (Moore 1966). However, if all the conditions from above are met, his 

comparative study shows that violent revolutions are bound to happen for democracy to 

emerge. However, the reader is given the option to choose whether one believes that they 

have helped or not, since revolutions do not always work, it very much depends on the timing, 

but he nonetheless emphasizes their importance (Moore 1966: 426-427). Nevertheless, the 
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revolutions in the cases he studied were revolutions that led to democracy, and are what he 

calls the bourgeois-democratic revolutions. That might just be is a simplification though, 

since they were not the same and came from societies with very different structures.  

In summary one can say that the main conditions for the developing of democracy are as 

follows. There is a need for a balance between the elite and the crown, none of them can be 

neither too strong nor too independent. It is important to have a turn from the old agricultural 

system to a commercial one, either from the elite or from the peasantry. Further the landed 

aristocracy needs to get weakened somehow, and a bourgeois-aristocrat coalition against the 

poor is to be avoided. Finally there is a need for a revolutionary break with the past, to 

complete the process (Moore 1966: 430-431). One could argue that this theory is just a theory 

for explaining historical cases, and will have trouble explaining future cases, since the world 

looks different today than what it did when this was written, however, a more modern version 

of this could still potentially explain the democratic movements. The fact that Moore believes 

violent revolutions might seen as problematic as well, since one of the major findings in 

Teorell’s book is that revolutions are good, but only if they are peaceful. The reasons for this 

is that a non-violent revolution is a revolution that everyone can join, you do not need to be 

young and fit and equipped with weapon to participate. Further, if the state is to respond with 

arms, then the participants might turn into martyrs, and more people might get involved 

because the state is killing innocent people, and the international community might intervene 

as well. His analysis clearly shows that there can be a very strong force from below, but only 

when it is peaceful, and his analysis does not strengthen the argument that violent revolution 

should lead to democracy (Teorell 2010). However, even if violent revolutions do not have to 

be positive (in a democratization aspect) the structural theory might have other points which 

help explain democratization, such as the class struggles.   

Some of its more positive aspects to the concept of democratization is that it somewhat has 

helped described modernization by adding actors (such as the bourgeois, the landed elite and 

the crown) that act in favor of democracy. More modern scholars have developed this further 

by instead of just focusing on the bourgeois, they have expanded this class to be either the 

working class or just the working. Although it has brought forward the study of 

democratization further, it still lacks in, as an example, being to materialistic and neglecting 

non-class actors (Teorell 2010). However, class struggle continues to be of importance when 

it comes to democratization. 
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2.4 International factors 

Not many people argue the fact that we are in the age of globalization, we take it for granted, 

and with globalization comes influences from abroad whether we like it or not, even North 

Korea is struggling to keep the outside world out if its domestic affairs, although they are 

succeeding quite well in this. Democratization is a domestic phenomenon, but that does not 

have to mean that it comes from inside a country. There are examples where democracy has 

been enforced on countries, such as Japan and Iraq, with mixed success. The most present 

case, Iraq, does not leave too many pleasant memories, but if one looks back in time a bit, to 

what happened after the Second World War, we have the case of Japan. A democracy was 

established there, and the same democracy, which was in a way American-drafted, is still 

fully alive, and has been so for very long (Ginsburg 2008).  However, democratization can 

appear from abroad in many different ways, not just by forcing governments to adapt it, but it 

can come in more subtle ways, as inspiration or even aspirations, from both individual 

countries, and also from the democratized world as a whole. However, not to include this 

aspect when it comes to democratization studies is a big mistake, since believing that states 

are completely shut towards each other is far from the reality that we live in. Before I describe 

this approach it is important to highlight its relevance. International factors at its core are as 

the name makes clear, factors that come from abroad. The range of different influences is 

great. International factors can be anything from democratization in one country that spreads, 

to simply a phone call. Both small and big factors might in the end matter, and if I would 

leave these potential factors out, I would not be able explain democratization in the way that 

have been done in thesis. The even stronger relevance of the international factors is shown in 

the analysis, it becomes ever more apparent how much these factors weigh. Further one can 

use this thesis as an example of its relevance, because I am a student who has written about 

democratization in three Asian countries. Surely if there were no international factors 

influencing matters, I would not have been interested in the cases I have examined.  

However, leaving that aside, this section focuses mostly on big factors, and clear cases of 

influence. To start with, I argue that the influence of the U.S. has been big in many parts of 

Asia for several reasons, but one of the main reasons seems to be the rise of China. However, 

instead of focusing on the U.S., Reilly has done the opposite, and he explains the Southeast 

Asian democracy through geography, and does so quite well. His model of Southeast Asian 

democracy is based geography, and according to him got validity when Timor-Leste gained 
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independence from Indonesia. The center of his hypothesis is China, and the further you are 

from China, the more democratic you will be. His analysis have historical roots, and he 

believes this geography of democracy have come by China’s supremacy throughout time. In 

earlier times, this was done with trade, and although that might be something that is still 

happening, they have also contributed to the communist parties in nearby countries by putting 

in money to their organizations (Reilly 2013), however both Taiwan and South Korea 

democratized, but his theory is supposed to be for Southeast Asia and not perhaps East Asia, 

but not considering these countries is a big flaw of his theory. 

In the beginning of this thesis I quoted Huntington, who is a renowned scholar for his work in 

the field of democratization has contributed a lot to the field, nonetheless to the international 

factors. His book “The Third Wave” has been important, and simply the title of the book 

gives us an idea that he is going to deal with international factors. The waves that he talks 

about are waves of democratization, and the latest wave started in 1974. What is important to 

point out in his wave theory is the fact that the different countries that democratize actually 

influence each other to democratize. The third wave, during which both Taiwan and South 

Korea democratized, has a few characteristics for why and how it happened. This wave 

happened firstly for the fact that means of communication had been greatly improved, and 

distant happenings were not as distant as the used to be. However, as the second 

characteristics say, still similar countries are more likely to democratize as their neighbor 

democratizes. Lastly, the way that these wave works is by snowballing. Snowballing is in its 

essence similar to the way I have found material, which will be discussed in the methods part. 

Huntington’s snowballing is the relation in what way countries democratize. Snowballing 

naturally will not affect the first country, they need other reasons for turning democratic, but 

as soon as they have done this, it will start spreading, and the more countries that undergo this 

transition, the bigger is the likelihood of similar countries to do the same, and eventually the 

democratic transitions will sweep like a wave all over the world (Huntington 1991: 100-105). 

Even if these influences might not be a theory on its own, its significance is seen as great by 

many, and according to Chu, Hu and Moon, international influence can easily be noted in 

three ways. Firstly, they argue, is that liberal democracy has been the most common way to be 

able to properly interact in the international ideological community (as they call it), and there 

are not really any other game in town in the international system (Chu, Hu & Moon 1997). 

However the rise of China can be viewed as an alternative game in town, as its rule does not 
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seem to decline, and will properly not adapt to whatever the international community tells 

them to do. Secondly, big international actors have changed their policy to something more in 

favor of democracy than ever before, as in the Catholic Church deciding to go against 

dictatorial regimes in the 60s and that the U.S. made human rights the major theme in its 

foreign policy. Further, the European Union decided that it will only accept democracies, and 

even Mikhail Gorbachev’s abandonment of the previous doctrines, to leave the door wide 

open for democratization (Chu, Hu & Moon 1997).  Finally they argue in terms of 

globalization and that communication has improved greatly, which results in that 

“Technology compresses space and time and blurs domestic-foreign boundaries” (Chu, Hu & 

Moon 1997: 268). What they mean by this is that countries are not separated as they used to 

be, but instead they are in a big cluster where one event anywhere can be followed live from 

somewhere else, hence if a democratic transition appears somewhere, it can trigger another 

similar occurrence in a country which does not differ much from the first, both culturally and 

geographically (Chu, Hu & Moon 1997). Furthermore, technology has done more than just 

teaching the non-democracies about democratic transitions. It has also helps citizens to get 

more freedom, whether the government likes it or not, and it will, as it already has, changed 

governments to go towards transparency and freedom, and become even more accountable 

(Ismail 2001). Since Ismail wrote his chapter in the beginning of this millennium, in a time 

where the internet development had evolved rapidly, might have been more revolutionary 

than what it is today, now, we all take this for granted. However, it is important to highlight 

the internet for the change that it has accounted for during the last centuries.  

In democratization studies, the demonstration effect have been one way scholars have given a 

face to international influences. Which in short summarize democratization as a disease (not 

in a negative way though), which spread across regions due to the fact that they learn from 

each other (Chu, Hu & Moon 1997: 270), which is not too different from the waves of 

democracy. Another way international influence can be analyzed is through international 

economic pressures, which for example could be countries forcing other countries to 

democratize in order to get trading agreements etc.  Furthermore, as argued by Chu, Hu and 

Moon is that Taiwan and South Korea need to be regarded as states with a divided 

nationhood, and they argue that “Diplomatic isolation undermines the legitimacy of a sitting 

regime; international recognition and acceptance enhance its prospect for consolidation” 

(Chu, Hu & Moon 1997: 274), and following their arguments, regimes during transition 
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always incorporates an international factor to their discussions as they seek international 

recognition (Chu, Hu & Moon 1997). 

It is also important to remember that international influence can work both ways, and it does 

not have to be prodemocratic, since there are more possibilities than just democratic countries 

to influence states, and the world is much bigger than the democratized west, an example of 

that can be the Chinese investments in Africa. Asian countries, as the three case studies that 

will be presented obviously are, one might argue that democracy is a western idea imposed by 

the west, but there are ways for them to develop their own sense of democracy, by having 

forums such as the “Council of Asian Liberals and Democrats” (Hsiao 2002), which texts 

have influenced this thesis as well. 

3. Methods 

3.1 Method 
The method used is a qualitative analysis, where I will make a comparative research with the 

three cases, as mentioned before: Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea. Using a qualitative 

method is the most effective way of answering the research questions, since to understand 

what theory best explains, and how they explain the democratic movements in these cases, a 

comparative research method is the most feasible since it gives a deeper understanding of 

these cases, as compared to making a quantitative study which would be more focused on 

statistics. The use of statistics could be useful as well, especially if one is to compare the tiger 

economies to other parts of the world. Further, the qualitative method has a different focus 

than what a quantitative would have, and therefore, this thesis will not answer questions such 

as how many or how much, but instead focus on why and how (Vromen 2010), which in turn 

are more effective in answering the questions I set out to explore. I chose to use a qualitative 

analysis because I wanted to get an in-depth understanding of the phenomena in each of the 

cases. Therefore a qualitative analysis helped me in explaining the outcome of my cases, 

which in its essence is what can be found from a qualitative analysis (Vromen 2010). The way 

that the analysis is build up can be described as “ [t]he focus of qualitative methods in 

political science is on detailed, text-based answers that are often historical or include personal 

reflection from participants in political institutions, events, issues or processes” (Vromen 

2010: 249). Vromen then argues that it leads to a thick answer instead of a numerical 
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generalization (Vromen 2010). That method indeed fits my purpose, and helped me in 

answering the questions I posed in the beginning of the thesis.   

Furthermore, this study is a comparative study, which is set out to be effective in challenging 

the already established theories of democratization. Many scholars argue that economic 

development leads to democracy, those from the modernization school, which may or may not 

be the case, but what is true is that many democracies are fairly rich, with a few exceptions, 

such as India. Instead of making a comparative study where one could see if there is a 

correlation between economic development and democratization I want to go deeper, and look 

at three cases, two quite similar democracies and one who is yet to democratize, and does not 

seem to be willing to, thus a small-N comparative research method have been conducted. A 

small-N comparative research can be described in other words as a comparison between a few 

cases. Since I wanted to explain democratization, and the different theories that account for it, 

there was a need to get away from the more abstract answers that a large-N (many cases) 

research would imply, and instead focus on the cases within their contexts, not removing them 

and put together a set of statistics (Hopkin 2010). The reason for having a comparative 

approach is for the fact that “if political science is to generate general prepositions about 

political life, there is no alternative to comparison (Hopkin 2010: 289). My cases are 

examples of what happened and why, but they are of little importance if they are not 

contrasted to each other. The reason for that is that I wanted to see what accounted for the 

different outcomes, as can be seen in my research questions. A small-N research is a way of 

conducting research where you do not have that many cases, but instead you focus more on 

each case, in comparison to a large-N research which can be described as the opposite. A 

small-N research is helpful since what I wanted to do is to explore the chosen theories to 

discover the differences and similarities in the way they explain democratization. The way 

this has been done is by applying the theories on the three chosen cases. Those cases are 

indeed similar, but not similar enough to have the same level of democracy as the outcome of 

whatever factors that have been pushing for it. A large-N research method could have be 

useful as well, in determining if these theories would work, but as mentioned, I wanted to see 

why, they are (or are not) working, to draw conclusions of that, to explore what aspects are 

missing, or perhaps put further research in another direction with my findings, and for that a 

small-N method would be more suitable, although some of my arguments will be made from 

quantitative studies which have gotten its results of large-N research methods. To summarize, 
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I chose to use a small-N comparative study. My small-N comparative study is method where I 

used three cases, thus small-N. I compared these cases with each other (thus comparative), 

using the theoretical framework at hand.  

If one considers the factors mentioned above, one can easily see that it very much resembles 

the features of the so called method of structured, focused comparison, which was developed 

by Alexander L. George in 1979. What this theory implies is that it is structured because it has 

research questions which are general and that reflects the purpose of the study, and these 

questions guide the writer to standardize data collection, which in turn make systematic 

comparison possible. It is focused by only focusing on certain aspects of the history of the 

cases, instead of just gathering all sorts of data (George & Bennett 2004:67). 

3.2 Cases 
The reason for my choice of case studies is that I wanted cases that are similar to each other, 

at least in some aspects. They are all located in Asia fairly close to each other and have all 

three seen great economic development since the 60s, and they are three of the four Tiger 

Economies. The reason for not including the fourth tiger, namely Hong Kong, is its 

connection to China, and is not a political entity in itself, because it does not enjoy 

sovereignty. Further, since 1997, Hong Kong has been a part of China and prior to the 

handover was a part of Great Britain. Taiwan has a complicated relationship with China as 

well, but can still be considered a political entity, a stance which is made in this thesis, but it 

is primarily for the sake of simplicity. However, South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore share 

many similarities, but their level of democracy is different, and they have democratized in 

different ways, if they have democratized at all. To understand the developments that have 

taken place, the analysis is also a historical approach, to seek to understand the contemporary 

historical development, which is the most commonly used way for case study approaches 

(Vromen 2010). Analyzing contemporary historical development is the most feasible way to 

carry out this study, since it is commonly agreed that democratization does not occur without 

economic growth, and the Tiger Economies were not high growth economies before the 60s. I 

do believe that economic growth is an important factor, and that is why I have chosen these 

cases, but I believe that there is much more to democratization than economic growth, and 

therefore these cases creates a good foundation, since the economic factor should be easy to 

single out, and analyze the other factors involved instead. The choice of two democracies and 

one non-democracy can be motivated by the fact what this thesis sets out to do, to test these 
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theories, and if the theories cannot account for why three quite similar countries have different 

outcomes, the theories themselves are not valid, and with that knowledge hopefully new 

insights on the subject can be given. 

Furthermore, due to the fact of Singapore has not democratized, I could not look at 

democratization per se. However, instead of looking at the democratization process I wanted 

shift the focus to how Singapore looks today, and how it came to look that way, but still by 

using the theoretical framework as will be developed in the theory section, since some 

elements are bound to be similar, and there would surely have been differences even if 

Singapore was a democratized country, but on the other hand, then this thesis would not be of 

the same value. However, in order to properly analyze Singapore, Malaysia needed to be 

somewhat incorporated, for several reasons. Firstly, Singapore is located on the tip of the 

Malay Peninsula, and they used to be the same country, until Singapore was forced to gain 

independence. Secondly, Singapore is seen as a remarkable case by some scholars, and by 

widening the scope to sometimes include Malaysia was helpful in trying to explain Singapore. 

However, Malaysia does not get its own section due to it not being a tiger economy (even 

though it has seen great economic development), due to the similarities with Singapore, and 

finally dues to the page limit of this thesis. 

3.3 Material 
The research has been conducted using a variant of the snowball sampling method. Snowball 

sampling can be explained in a very simple way. Basically it starts by a researcher who has 

trouble finding persons to interview. However, the researcher asks the few interviewees that 

he got to introduce him to new people to interview. The researcher will in turn ask the new 

sources for even more people to ask, and so the story goes (Explorable 2013). This is a very 

simplified way or describing it, but it is nevertheless sufficient to understand the basics. 

The snowball sampling method is similar to the one described above, and is also a simple but 

effective way of finding sources. I started with Google searches to find material. The found 

material will lead me to new material (and better defined Google searches) that in turn will 

lead me to even more sources. Eventually I ended up with enough material to understand what 

was at hand, and by then, I believed that I was able to pick and choose what material is good, 

and what material might be biased in different ways. However, aside from Google searches, I 

also got suggestions from my supervisor, who has pushed me in the right direction by 

mentioning scholars and texts that were useful for my research. The snowball sampling 
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method is effective to get a good overview. Further, I also looked at authors that I knew of 

from before on specific matters, such as Robert Dahl on democracy (just to get started), and I 

looked at Samuel Huntington’s texts when it came to his three waves. Also, for the theory 

research, I tried to get to the core of the theories, by looking at texts by the people who 

developed the theories (or developed them further) as compared to reading texts by scholars 

who are merely presenting an overview and not really developing (at all, or further 

developing) the theory themselves, but the latter can also effectively be used in getting an 

overview of the theories, especially due to the fact that so many scholars have written about it, 

and to get a better view of a school of thought, it can be useful to use those texts as 

compliments the other authors.  

Further, I will also use material that I have come upon while researching for my B-level 

thesis, which was on democratization in Taiwan, with a transition approach, since some of the 

material will be useful in the case of Taiwan in this thesis as well. 

As easily noted, judging on what material I have chosen to use, this thesis is as well a 

literature study, in which I basically read as much as possible and then analyze what others 

have written on this matter. Instead of focusing on literature, some might argue that 

interviews or official documents would have been superior. However, I am under the belief 

that when it comes to democratization studies, the easiest way of understand the problem is by 

looking at what others have previously written. Interviews could have been useful, if you have 

the right persons to ask, but the people I would like to conduct interviews with also provide 

their own written material, which simplifies the process for me. Official documents are useful 

in some cases, but not when analyzing phenomena such as democratization, because early 

documents might be biased by an authoritarian state. That does not stop me from analyzing 

the political elite though, since I believe them to be of importance.  

3.4 Summary 
In summary of this section, I believe that the tools I have chosen to undergo the analysis 

below are feasible to understand both the theories and the cases, and I believe that the 

methods chosen clearly helped me in answering the research questions in a manner which is 

both understandable and logical. The chosen methods clearly state how I set out to do the 

following analysis. It was further argued for why I had chosen the cases that I did, and the 

material used was further discussed in the last part together with how the research would be 

conducted. 
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4. Analysis 

The analysis is divided into four sections. The first three sections deal with the respective 

cases chosen, starting with Taiwan, and with South Korea and Singapore as follows. The 

fourth section is a section deals with similarities and differences between these three cases. 

Obviously there are more similarities and differences, but the ones that I believe are important 

are highlighted in that section, as well as a discussion on sequentialism and universalism, 

which together in a sense concludes the analysis part, and pave way for the concluding 

discussions that follows this part.  

4.1 Taiwan 

Taiwan is a small country just outside the coast of mainland China, and is expected to have 

population of roughly 23 million by July 2013 (CIA 2013). However, as will be seen in this 

analysis, Taiwan shares the fact that it has had economic upturn for a long time, to finally 

have become a rich country in the 21
st
 century with the other cases. It is ranked 20 in the 

world on the Legatum Prosperity Index, which in turn is number five in the Asia-Pacific 

region. The Prosperity Index is a good variable to see how the citizens of a country are doing, 

since it incorporates a large set of facts, such as governance, economy, education, health and a 

few more (Legatum Institute 2013). It includes more aspects than the Freedom House 

database, which naturally looks at the level of freedom. However, looking at that fact, Taiwan 

is ranked 1.5 which is considered free, and by many, including myself, which in turn is 

closely linked with being democratic. 

Taiwan was a colony of Japan, just as South Korea was, until around the half of the 20
th

 

century. The Japanese considered both Taiwan and South Korea as extensions of their own 

economy, and for that reason, they started developing both countries’ economies. They 

developed the agriculture, and improved means of communication, which in turn paved the 

way for capitalism. However, creating the opportunity for capitalism is not the same as 

starting a process of democratization, even though modernization theorists might argue just 

that. Instead, the Japanese system was highly authoritarian, and the development was for the 

benefit of Japan, not for the benefit of its colonies. Although the rule was ruthless, a working 

class started emerging (Potter 1997a), which might be fundamental to democratization, such 

as the structural approach theorists would suggest. Further, after Taiwan gained independence 

from Japan, the U.S. played an important rule by pushing for reforms of stability, which was 

an important part of U.S. foreign policy, since the U.S. wanted to keep Taiwan strong to 
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protect them from the Chinese communists. The development that was seen in Taiwan during 

these time, did not differ much from what happened in South Korea, since it was the same 

foreign powers that were at work in both countries, the biggest difference was that the enemy 

was North Korea instead of China.  

It is hard to pinpoint the start of the Taiwanese democratization, but according to some 

scholars, the reason might have come from international factors. As for many governments, 

legitimacy is an important if one is to remain in office, and this fact goes for both democracies 

and nondemocracies. However, the Kuomintang (KMT) had been in force in Taiwan since 

Japan lost the war, and they were unchallenged in many aspects, but a legitimacy problem 

started emerging as China was growing stronger, which eventually culminated in 1971, when  

Taiwan became expelled from the United Nations. They were not only thrown out from the 

Security Council, but also from the general assembly. At the same time as the expulsion, most 

countries in the world shifted its focus from Taiwan, to instead focus on another player, 

namely China, hence and the little brother had now become the bigger brother (Hu 2005). 

Further, not being a member of the United Nations had a significant effect on the citizens, 

since prior to the exclusion, the Taiwanese could more easily identify with being Chinese, but 

as of this, they inevitable became more Taiwanese than ever before, which also help to 

account for the legitimacy loss that the KMT was experience at this time (Liu & Hung 2002). 

An interesting result of Taiwan being left outside the United Nations is that they then slowly 

started turning democratic. One could argue that the reason behind this is that they wanted to 

seek international approval, to get back what they lost, and being democratic does indeed 

seem to go better with the west, which inevitable comes from international factors. The 

international factors here are quite clear and easily observed, and the importance of it cannot 

be neglected.    

The fact that they were expelled from the United Nations, which meant that they lost “China” 

was not the only problem they were facing. It also showed that mainland was growing 

stronger and stronger, which created a threat to the existence of Taiwan, since a forced 

reunification by China could mean the end of the state Taiwan. To protect itself Taiwan, 

started focusing even more on both state capacity and economic growth to maintain their 

independence, which both are helpful factors in explaining democratization (Ginsburg 2008).  
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Whether the start was due to international factors or not depends on whom you ask, since 

different scholars do have different ways of seeing the world. According to another scholar, 

Hung-mao Tian, the process in Taiwan started 1986, September 28
th

, when the Democratic 

Progressive Party was created (Tien 1997). A third reason for why the democratic transition 

happened at all can again be linked with seeking approval. It has been argued that the reason 

for the start was that Taiwan wanted to be an example for all of China, to show the 

government of China that it is possible to democratize. Chiang Ching-kuo (the president at 

that time) was the man behind this, and he did it for China not to overthrow the KMT 

(Ginsburg 2008). If Chiang Ching-kuo is the reason behind it, surely the transition theory 

plays an important role. Nevertheless, it works as a compliment to the argument made above 

about the international factors.  

Instead of merely looking of reasons why the transition started, scholars do agree on the fact 

that it obviously lead to Taiwan becoming a democracy. Lee Teng-hui, the first popularly 

elected president in Taiwan discusses some of the aspects of democratization as following: 

“political reform or development cannot depend solely on economic improvements for 

support, but must be determined by each individual situation. What we call political 

development is an enormously complex social project that involves all sorts of social 

organizations and forces, and is intimately bound up with cultural heritage. In every society, 

culture influences political development to one degree or another” (Lee 1997: 192). 

Regarding the culture that he mentions, President Lee argues that the cultural heritage in the 

case of Taiwan comes from the founding father, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, whom always was a 

proponent of democracy since the establishment of the Republic of China, and it was written 

in their constitution from the very beginning (Lee 1997). The statement by Lee Teng-hui 

rejects the modernization theorists in a way, by wanting to look at the culture, instead of 

merely focusing on economic development, although he acknowledges its importance. He 

also sees democratization something internal, and neglects the international influence. 

However, both the transition theory and the structural theory works fine in accordance with 

the important factors that Presidents Lee wants to highlight. However, one should keep in 

mind that President Lee is talking about democratization in a country which he “ruled”, and 

there is a risk of him being biased, but some scholars would definitely defend his view.   

Another political figure is Lee Kuan-Yew, who argues that what Asia wants is not democracy, 

what they want instead, is good and stable governance (Lee 1992). Lee is not the former 
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president of Taiwan, but instead of Singapore. His belief has been widely contested by many, 

Hsiao, among others. However, Lee Teng-hui might argue that Lee Kuan-Yew has nothing to 

do with Taiwan’s democratization, since Taiwan’s democratization came from the inside, not 

from anywhere else. However Lee Kuan-Yew calls upon Asian values makes them connected, 

and would imply that there are some international factors as well. Further Hsiao sets out to 

prove Kuan-Yew wrong by arguing that by electing Chen Shui-bian (whose presidency 

followed after Lee Teng-Hui) as the president of Taiwan, who clearly is native son of Taiwan 

since “[h]e has never been educated in the West, doesn’t speak much English – He’s 

truely[sic] a native Asian” (Hsiao 2001:151). Further, Hsiao argues that in the case of Taiwan, 

its link with the civil society is crucial, and differentiates from other countries. Linking it with 

the civil society puts us in the direction of the structural theory, if one is to consider that the 

civil society indeed was changing at that time. Nevertheless, democratization is supposed to 

have occurred in four phases. The first phase is the “mutual dependence phase” where they 

started getting civil rights, and the opposition started growing more rapidly. The second phase 

is the phase an adjustment phase, where society needs to adapt to the system which is 

changing. An example of this is that the opposition might have to let go of some of its 

principles to become mainstream, and instead of raising its fist to the sky, it needs to show 

that it is ready to govern. As this struggle between NGOs who feel rejected by the opposition 

kept on going, that notion weakened, and at the same time democracy started being a way of 

life, and thus, we have entered the third phase, the so called “honeymoon phase”. The final 

phase starts as soon as the opposition democratically wins the election and get into office, 

where in the case of Taiwan, they wanted the state’s relationship to the people be marked by 

partnership. In this final phase the government needed to change, from being typically Asian, 

in the sense that the state runs everything, like in Singapore where the government sometimes 

even goes into match making, to become equal to its citizens, to finally serve them, and not 

the other way around (Hsiao 2002). Hsiao’s way of describing the democratic transitions goes 

well together with Lee Teng-hui, as they in a way consider the same set of facts and also 

decides to not consider some aspects, such as the international influence. However, to fully 

ignore the international aspects is dangerous, because we all know that we live in the 

globalized era, where things are connected, just consider the Arab spring, as was mentioned in 

the beginning. Further, one could think about if there is a connection that the only 

consolidated democracies in Asia are so close to each other, and if that has some sort of 

connection, then we clearly have international forces at work.  
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4.2 South Korea 

South Korea is the Southern Country on the Korean peninsula, where North Korea is the other 

one. Since North Korea is a highly closed country, one could argue that South Korea actually 

works as an island, since the only way for Korean goods and people to reach another 

destination outside Korea, they have to go by either boat or by plane. South Korea is 

estimated to have a population of almost 49 000 000 as of July 2013 (CIA 2013). South Korea 

is ranked 27 by the Legatum Prosperity index, which is lower than Taiwan, but it scores the 

same in the Freedom House ranking. Supposedly it is the worst country to live in out of the 

three cases in this study, but it is indeed freer than Singapore, since South Korea is considered 

to be a democracy. 

A summary of relevant highlights from history of South Korea leading up to the Korean War 

is handled in the Taiwan section, for the simple reason that I want to draw attention to the 

similarities that these countries experienced during that time, to finally explore differences 

with Singapore, but also due to the fact that I do not want to repeat myself too much. In the 

Taiwan section the relation to the U.S. was mentioned, but it is perhaps not the only 

international factor that needs to be brought up. South Korea democratized during the third 

wave of democracy, and in accordance with the snowballing effect, South Korea became a 

democratic country based on the influence of other countries. The fall of president Marcos in 

the Philippines, by the so called people power, lead to South Koreans starting to call out for 

democracy, which in a way also can be seen as a start of the process (Huntington 1991: 103-

104). However, it did not only spread to South Korea, but it spread to Taiwan as well, as they 

their transitions occurred at similar times.  

However, if one goes back in time further we can see that South Korea was left devastated 

after the Korean War, and ended up being a poor authoritarian state. However, that did not 

stop Korea from rising up, starting a process of economic development only on level with a 

few other economies (including Taiwan and Singapore) at that time, to finally land as one of 

the few consolidated democracies in Asia, and one of the countries that have manage to stay 

democratic after their last transition (although they did have experiments with democracy 

before they actually truly became a democracy).  However, the Korean War had other results 

than merely making South Korea poor. The fact that there is no peace agreement between 
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North and South gives the idea that there is a constant threat from the North, which similarly 

to Taiwan is a threat to the very existence of the nation, which according to Ginsburg had the 

same effect in South Korea as in Taiwan, the threat made the government in South Korea 

focus on state capacity and economic growth (Ginsburg 2008). There is a clear connection 

between international factors and external threats. 

During its development, the Korean government has mostly been an authoritarian 

government, however one should keep in mind that “even authoritarian governments, if they 

are prudent, will want to be viewed as holding power legitimately and governing effectively” 

(Kim et al 2011: 123). One can compare that to why the democratization process in Taiwan, 

which was discussed above, but it can also be contrasted with the fact that Singapore is the 

highest country on the Trust Barometer (discussed further in the similarities and differences 

section). However, the notion of seeking legitimacy through good governance did not stop the 

Korean government to use force to bring down the opposition, if need be. The good 

governance instead came from its cooperation with nongovernmental partners, even though 

the state was in control of them, they still in a sense worked together (Kim et al 2011). At that 

time the institutions got time to grow and develop, even though they were under the hard rule 

of the different presidents, it eventually helped South Korea democratize in two ways. The 

first way was in the nongovernmental voluntary sector, where a democratic push from below 

started rising even as the state was suppressing trade unions and other civil movements. These 

sectors were considered important, and therefore got permitted flourish. Secondly, the 

institutions that have been developed over time had become pluralistic enough to help Korea 

once it was democratized, to not fall back into authoritarianism, since they already had 

institutions fruitful for democracy (Kim et al 2011). What Korea let the nongovernmental 

sector deal with was social welfare similar objectives, which accounts for why they grew 

strong, and which later lay one of the foundations for democracy, and Kim and his colleagues 

argue that this was way that Korea was governed, by the state allowing these organizations 

and businesses to grow. It was not only a way to get high economic growth and social 

solidarity, but it was also effective in preparing the country for democracy (Kim et al 2011). 

Although that the latter probably was not intentional. However, letting the welfare 

organization flourish helps the citizens become richer, and does then in turn help increase the 

wealth of the poor, where as a new working class started appearing, which is important 

according to the structural theory.  
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Another reason for the democratization, as argued by Whitehead, is, for the same factor as for 

Taiwan, although this notion is not as strong in Taiwan, is from the fact that South Korea have 

been a strong authoritarian developing state, which is favorable for democracy by ensuring 

that the development will proceed smoothly, and with this developing in mind, one who 

believes in the modernization theory school can easily see how democracy would end up as 

the result coming from this (Whitehead 2002: 260-261). However the other theories do not 

decline the factor that having a strong authoritarian state is unfavorable for democracy, but the 

connection between strong authoritarian state and the modernization theory can be done quite 

easily.  

According to Professor Chen at Hong Kong Baptist University, the democratic transition 

happened in four stages. The first stage is what he calls “Failed Democratic Experiments” 

which started when the occupation of Korea was over, in 1948, was the First Republic in 

which Syngman Rhee was elected president, and this was through a free election under the 

supervision of the United Nations, but after that it went downwards and turned more and more 

authoritarian. The Second Republic was a democratic one but only lasted for 2 years, and it 

was overthrown in 1961 by a military coup. The reason for this might have been that the 

“democratic” system did not manage to deal with the present problem, and the military that 

sometimes have played an important role in the creating of the Korean state, were not 

satisfied with the current situation (Chen 2012a), which goes well with the structural theory 

for why it did not work this time.  

The second stage consisted of only authoritarian politics, in which not many concessions were 

made, and the decisions made during this time were not in favor of democracy, since he made 

changes that would help him stay in power, and played a negative role in institutionalizing 

political parties, and also a negative role in letting other actors having much to say. Another 

problem the president was facing after a prolonged stay in office was that he had no public 

support, not from either inside nor outside of his party. Further, the Korean people did not 

have faith in a military regime playing a political role. However, they did have significant 

economic growth during this period, and the state got in many ways more organized. His 

regime came to an abrupt ending when he was assassinated in 1979, and the Defense Security 

Commander came in force, who enforced martial law (Chen 2012a). During this second stage, 

the most important event was the Kwangju Uprising which was a massive prodemocracy 

uprising demanding the release of Kim Dae-Jung, an important political figure, and the end of 
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martial law. Furthermore, this uprising spread across Korea to involve more than just 

students, but also to incorporate various civic groups that would call out for democracy, and 

the uprising started spread to neighboring cities. However, the state made sure to suppress the 

uprising by force, which a lot of people died and more got injured (Chen 2012a).   

However, the new president did not change much to the system, neither did the Kwangju 

Uprising, and it was still a state run by the authoritarian military. On the other hand, it was 

clear that the opposition had started demanding various things. When the president’s term was 

coming to an end, as the Seoul Olympics was drawing closer, the governing party proposed 

their presidential candidate, as well as suspending the debate on the constitutional reform (that 

would enable a direct presidential election), the demonstrators took to the streets again. As the 

world started looking at South Korea, Roh Tae Woo declared, unexpectedly that he agreed to 

the opposition’s new constitution, and the democratization process finally really begun (Chen 

2012a), and the democracy that installed itself is still there today. The final development can 

also be seen in the structural theory, as the protestors were of great importance. 

4.3 Singapore 
Singapore is a small island, just off the coast of Malaysia, which is estimated to have a 

population of only about 5.5 million, and is by far the smallest country in this comparison 

(CIA 2013). Singapore is ranked higher than both Taiwan and South Korea in the Prosperity 

Index, where Singapore lands on 19. Singapore is not a democratic country. However they are 

actually ranked as “partly free” by the freedom house, which entails that it is not democratic, 

but its citizens do enjoy some freedoms. An example of that is that they do enjoy the right to 

vote, but the result of this voting does not stand up to democratic norms, such as free and fair 

elections, but on the other hand, the election is what have boosted Singapore’s score from a 5 

to a 4 since the elections are actually freer that what they previously were (Freedom House 

2012). Perhaps this is the start of something, but they remain partly free in 2013. 

Singapore together with Malaysia was a British colony until 1957, when the Federation of 

Malaysia achieved independence from Great Britain. Before the independence, due to the 

Japanese colonialism throughout Asia, a process in Southeast Asia that fostered forces that 

would make states strong by initiating communist-inspired movements started. To create 

means to cope with the threats that the communists posed, the British made Singapore into a 

police state in the early 50s (Slater 212: 22), which have remained until present day. 
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Singapore was forced to independence from Malaysia due to tension between the federal and 

state governments, which according to James Putzel, was due to the fact that the Chinese, who 

were a third of the Malay population were made into second-class citizens by the ruling 

Malay elite, and in Singapore, the majority of people are ethnically Chinese, hence it created a 

problem of stability in the region. Further, the Chinese from the Singapore area were doing 

much better economically as compared to the ruling elite, which also accounts for why the 

ruling elite in Malaysia wanted to separate from Singapore (Putzel 1997). That fact that 

Singapore was forced out of Malaysia might show that they prior to that did not have national 

unity, and they probably would not have it during the start of their independence due to the 

fact that they were forced to independence, not actively seeking it. However, in accordance 

with the structural school, one could see why they were excluded from Malaysia. Structural 

theorists would argue that, as the Chinese were getting richer, even richer than the elite, the 

class structure was about to change, and that they were getting closer to what could have been 

a democratic transition. Not having Singapore in Malaysia could then help the leaders to stay 

in power. On the other hand, this might also be unfavorable for democracy in Singapore, for 

basically the same reason, that the structures of class did not change, as it would have in 

Malaysia, instead Singapore became independent, and as being independent the Chinese 

continued to be the elite of Singapore, where one could say that “The main reason that 

democratization would go smoothly in Malaysia and Singapore is also the main reason that it 

might not happen at all” (Slater 2012: 21). 

Scholars of the transition theory would argue that the reason for Singapore not turning 

democratic is due to the elites and how they act. Lee Kuan-Yew, when he was the president of 

Singapore said in a speech in Tokyo 1992 that “[w]ith few exceptions, democracy has not 

brought good government to new developing countries… What Asians value may not 

necessarily be what Americans or Europeans Value. Westerners value the freedoms and 

liberties of the individual. As an Asian of Chinese cultural background, my values are for a 

government which is honest, effective and efficient” (Lee 1992). As long as the elite in 

Singapore cling on to this argument, it can be hard to see how Singapore would democratize, 

even if they keep on growing economically.  

The economic factor in Singapore obviously did not make them into a democracy. 

Nevertheless, Singapore’s developmental approach it differs slightly in its way of getting rich 

from South Korea and to some extent Taiwan. Both South Korea and Taiwan restricted 
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foreign investment, to nurture the domestic companies, to grow them, and then export their 

products. Singapore had a different approach, and they combined state-run enterprises with 

multinational companies. The state was to manage the ports, handle the airlines, the defense 

and so on. For everything else, they wanted foreign investment to get the economy going and 

because they needed the technological transfer that those multinational companies would 

bring (Zubaidah Rahim 2001). Perhaps these companies could be seen as a problem itself. I 

argue that democracy in the west has been weakened by the fact that companies have gotten 

so powerful, and this could even more be the case in Singapore. Even if it is out of this scope 

to analyze the role of the companies in Singapore, it is clear that they are there for profit, and 

when before the state got powerful enough, it is hard to tell how much power those companies 

had.  

If Singapore was to democratize, based on the Singaporean experience, a “Strong-State 

Democratization” would probably be what they would want, since they have fought to stay in 

power. A Strong-State Democratization is, according to Dan Slater, the same type of 

democratization that happened in both South Korea and Taiwan, in which the old 

authoritarian governments managed to remain as big political players, and the state did not 

collapse during the process. He argues further that the states in both countries has helped the 

opposition to grow, and since the liberalization of politics did not destabilize them, it would 

not destabilize Singapore, even if the opposition were to get even bigger and eventually start 

winning the elections (Slater 2012). Slater’s assumptions might be correct, and most scholars 

from the transition theory school would probably agree that this would be plausible. However, 

the transition theory also calls for national unity, which is complicated in the case of 

Singapore, since “the city-state cannot boast a long history and is inhabited by a multitude of 

different ethnicities, and the Singaporean nation (if it actually exists) has to be considered a 

distinctly modern and decidedly constructed phenomenon” (Ortman 2009: 25). However, 

since the 80s the government has worked hard to create an identity for Singaporeans, which 

unfortunately have not been too successful, and one example of that was that many 

Singaporean blogs launched massive critique at the silver medal winner in table tennis during 

the 2008 Olympic Games, where the winners became “Singaporean” just two years prior to 

the silver medal, and still regarded themselves as Chinese. Further, Ortman argues, that it is 

hard for government to construct this identity without relaxing its freedoms, such as free 

speech and political participation (Ortman 2009).  In the conclusion of his article his makes a 
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strong conclusion in a typical transition theory manner by saying that either Singapore needs 

to stop emphasizing national identity, or they will be forced to democratize (Ortman 2009: 42) 

which in a way goes in line that democratization will not happen before we have national 

unity.  

However, Singapore is still far from democratic, and as Chee Soon Juan, from the Singapore 

Democratic Party, discusses in his article “Pressing for Openness in Singapore”, his struggle 

for democracy in Singapore has been difficult. He argues that the state directly goes against 

any organization that pose a threat to the state, by different means, such as creating new laws 

to hinder the funding of organizations, or by limiting their media coverage, so that the public 

awareness of the specific issue will not be as big as the intention and aspiration. Further he 

mentions the Internal Security Department as being a big obstacle to a democratic transition, 

which is a bureau which can, among other things, arrest citizen, and keep them arrested 

without trial, where many people critical of the state have been put (Chee 2001), which we 

have seen in many authoritarian states.  His summary of democracy in Singapore is that “The 

Singaporean government is unabashedly probusiness and antidemocratic, a combination that 

appeals to transnational companies looking for cheap and compliant labour… To laud the 

Singaporean system without decrying its authoritarian practices smacks of an attitude that is at 

best obscurantist and at worst dishonest” (Chee 2001: 166). International influence in this 

case might work against a democratic transition, since business is what makes Singapore 

Singaporean, having transnational companies there can be regarded as of uttermost 

importance, and brings us back to the point previously being made that the transnational 

companies might have had a big impact. 

Another difference that might make Singapore slightly different than both Taiwan and South 

Korea is that they are a microstate, which might have some implications when it comes to 

democracy. The difference might not be too great though, since Korea in a way works as an 

island state, due to North Korea being completely isolated, and Taiwan is a fairly small island 

as well. However, in small island states (which are similar to Singapore) there are several 

factors favorable to Democracy, such as having national unity, good access to the leaders, 

whom are involved with what is going on at all the local places etc (Whitehead 2002: 253-

254).  
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From a modernization approach, Singapore should have democratized long ago. According to 

Huntington they are now over the threshold of min-max amount of GDP per capita to 

democratize, but even during their economic boom, when they were in range, Jan Teorell 

claims that democratization could have been hard to obtain, since in the summary of his 

findings in his latest book, he believes that state intervention in the economy is a factor for 

what he calls de-democratization (Teorell 2010), however South Korea (and Taiwan to some 

extent) manage to democratize even though they had a strong state who were interfering in 

their economy, and the states arguable helped them in doing so.  

4.4 Differences and similarities 
One main difference from the three cases is within their populations. Singapore is a country 

mixed with people from all over Asia, whereas in South Korea the population is almost 

entirely Korean, and in Taiwan where the ruling elite where from mainland, as compared to 

the majority Taiwanese who had emigrated to Taiwan long before the Kuomingtang sat their 

foot there.  

It is quite easy to link democratization to economic development, at least in the case of South 

Korea and Taiwan, since based on the Modernization theory, if we were to look at statistics, 

they would be good examples of this phenomenon. Singapore on the other hand constitutes 

another example, which is one that shows that economic development does not cause 

democratization, however, they do seem to be correlated. It might hard to argue that x leads to 

y, and there might be one or more z involved. Still, there is a commonly established relation 

between economic growth and democratization, that they go hand in hand, but economic 

development is not the only determinant, it lacks several features, features that cannot be seen 

by economics, which is what this example shows. To further foster that argument, one should 

look deeper into Southeast Asia, to see past only Singapore, to see the fact that in the three 

richest countries; Singapore, Malaysia and Brunei, the notion of democracy is not there at all, 

or at the best not very strong. At the same time we can see that democracy (or democratic 

tendencies) is apparent to a much larger degrees in poorer countries, such as Indonesia, the 

Philippines and Timor-Leste (Reilly 2013).  

I have noted a difference in the need for democracy, which I believe to be quite important. 

Singapore, according to the prosperity index, is actually the country with the most prosperity 

among the three cases compared. It is true that most countries ranked high on this index are 

democratized countries, but what is also true about them is that they are all rich countries. 
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However, it is debatable whether democratizing Singapore would lead to a higher ranking on 

the index or not. It might be impossible to guess, since some categories would probably go up, 

and some would probably go down as well, since it could be the case that a democratic 

government would not be able to keep the crime rate as low as the Singaporean government 

long has succeeded to. Still, being ranked 19, 20 and 27 are all good rankings considering 

where they were just half a century back. Further, when we are winded up on statistics, one 

might look at the Edelman Trust Barometer, which is an index which asks the general public 

and the “informed public” about how much they trust their government. What might come as 

a surprise is that Singapore is much higher ranked than both South Korea and Taiwan, where 

Singapore is one of the highest ranked countries in the world, in both general and informed 

public (Edelman 2013). However, this is just the general opinions, and perhaps its result is 

biased, since the country that tops both lists is China, but it does indeed rank Singapore 

highly.   

Another point is the fact that both Taiwan and South Korea experienced existential threats 

throughout their democratization processes. Taiwan from China and South Korea from the 

north, but they further had legitimacy crisis from within as well, both with the Taiwanese not 

feeling Chinese and with the uprisings in Korea. The case of Singapore is different, and as 

noted by the Edelman trust barometer, the people have faith in the government, thus they do 

not have the same problem with legitimacy.  Surely, all states want to have a legitimate rule, 

no matter if they are a democracy or if they are authoritarian. However, this notion might be 

of even more importance in relation to democratization. Perhaps the biggest difference in 

legitimacy is that if the politicians of a democracy do not have the faith of the people, they 

will eventually be replaced by politicians who, at least at first, have the trust of the people. If 

an authoritarian state does not have the faith of the people, change might not come naturally, 

but as the pressure against the state increases, something is bound to happen, not arguing 

whether it will be for the better or worse. The state might imprison the opposition, the state 

might democratize, there could be a military coup, the people could have a revolution which 

forces change, or perhaps another country will put different kinds of sanctions to promote 

democracy and the fall of the regime. This brings us back to the trust barometer, perhaps the 

biggest reason to why Singapore is yet to democratize could be the fact that the people believe 

the state to be legitimate, just as Lee Kuan-yew argues. However, the reasons behind 

legitimacy could be many, and is surely easier with a restricted press etc. One the other hand, 
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if a citizen of North Korea believes in the state, does it mean that it is legitimate. Who gets to 

decide? Surely in a democracy it is the people who decides, so how could then a democrat 

criticize the rule of an authoritarian rule which is believed to be legitimate by its citizens? 

These considerations are important, but it is not up to this thesis to answer them. 

However, another important difference is that of democratic institutions. Singapore has been a 

very strict country institutionally. As previously mentioned Singapore is all probusiness and 

not really promoting anything else. The story of Taiwan and South Korea is different, which 

is important for democracy since according to Curtis, institutions really matters for democracy 

to thrive, although not perhaps to democratize, but if a transition has begun it can greatly help 

that there are institutions in place (Curtis 1997), surely, if you have democratic institutions, 

one could easily see how they would help.   

A final difference between Singapore and the two others that is worth mentioning has to do 

with the U.S. The U.S. has been very active throughout Asia since the Second World War, but 

they have been more active in some places than other. In Taiwan they swore to protect 

Taiwan in case China wanted to overthrow the government of Taiwan, and have also helped 

them economically. In South Korea they were active during the Korean War and has also 

helped them during their development, to prevent North Korea from attacking, which is 

something that we can see even today. However, the U.S. is supposed to be the land of the 

free, and one can see how they would want to implement those ideas in both South Korea and 

Taiwan. Since Singapore did have the same confrontation with communism, perhaps the U.S. 

were reluctant to such a large extent as with the two previous cases, deal with Singapore.   

However, if one is to look beyond the differences and the similarities between these countries 

and instead consider the current debate within democratization, sequentialism and 

universalism, these countries do provide some insight to the matter. The analysis of each 

country shows that there are different roads to democracy, which obviously differ depending 

on what school of thought you have. However, according to sequentialist scholars, the need 

for preconditions is essential, and for universalists the opposite is true. My personal view of 

this is spun from the findings done previously in the analysis. The tested theories all explain 

different aspects and does so unequally well, however, none of them blatantly fail, which 

indeed means something. The point about them describing different aspects, and are all 

successful in a way is that they all talk about what I do believe to be conditions that enhances 
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the chance of a democratic transition. I take the side of the universalists by arguing that I 

believe democracy is possible to attain either without economic growth, any particular 

leadership which goes in whatever direction, without changing class structures, or without any 

international factors. If a country lacks in all these conditions, they will probably not 

democratize, but the more they have of all of this the more likely it is. Therefore there are no 

preconditions that have to be met, but instead, democracy can spur from anywhere. That does 

not make these theories invalid though, but it instead makes them work as tools rather than 

frameworks, where one can understand democratization by considering them all, instead of 

describing what happened by only regarding one.  

5. Concluding discussions 

5.1 Concluding the theories 
Considering the three first theories that was brought up, the common thing that they lack, is 

what a lot of scholars on democratization lack in their analysis as well, the international 

factors. Without the international factors all the cases are hard to understand, hence it was 

added to this analysis. In South Korea it may not be the most apparent feature, but it still helps 

to explain the situation, but it is an even more important aspect in both Taiwan and Singapore. 

To leave out the international factors and calling democratization an entirely internal 

development is to simplify the world too much. Even at the time when the three first theories 

were developed the international influence in the world was obvious. It was the century of 

two world wars and of financial crashes that were global. Today it is even clearer, and more 

and more scholars have indeed added the international factor to their agenda as well.  

The modernization theory is to some extent successful. It is true that a lot of countries that 

have democratized have gone through economic development. However, economic 

development does not seem to cause democracy. Further, the economic development of 

Singapore has not lead to democracy, thus there must be other forces at work in that case. If 

merely economic development was the key to democracy, then surely Singapore would have 

transitioned to democracy long ago, but as mentioned above, perhaps Singapore had too much 

state interference for democracy. However, one should remember that if one was to consider 

statistics, the modernization theory does explain South Korea and Taiwan, but fails to explain 

Singapore. 
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The transition theory seems to be closer to explaining the development that happened, by 

shifting focus from statistics to instead choices made by the elite. In both South Korea and 

Taiwan the leaders eventually decided to let democracy in, even if the reason for these 

decisions might arguably be different. In Singapore, the leaders have strongly put down their 

feet, not in favor of democracy, but in favor of their current system. However, they have 

referred to Asian values, which do not seem to be real in the sense that Asia is so diverse, and 

as we have seen, we have had and have democracies in Asia, even in Southeast Asia, and 

which I will argue later is that democracy can happen anywhere, in a universalist manner. The 

elite theory seem to work quite well in Asia, on these three cases, since as was shown in the 

analysis is that leadership do matter. Perhaps that is my main finding from the three cases, and 

it is therefore worth highlighting further here: leadership do matter. In Taiwan the case is 

quite clear, and the leaders did democratize the country to a big extent, without too much 

violence (except from their own police, prior to the democratization). In South Korea the 

leaders had a great impact as well, however not as big, since in Korea the mass public was 

much more involved. In Singapore the leaders have strongly rejected the notion of democracy, 

arguing it is not suited for them, which definitely have had an impact on their lack of 

democratic transitions.  

The structural theory which looks at class struggles can help explain the need for change in 

class structure for democratization to occur. Even if a violent revolution might be overrated, 

perhaps the elite can make choices to avoid conflict and bring democracy upon a country. In a 

way this theory can be seen to bind together the two previous theories, for them to function 

slightly better in symbiosis. For class structures to change, one can easily see that economic 

development might be a key element, since as a country or region is getting more and more 

money, this might change the way the society looks like, and how the society is being 

regarded. However, this theory works best in South Korea were there one could more easily 

see the two sides to rally behind, following the Kwangju uprising and the demands for the 

release of prisoners such as Kim Dae-jung. In Taiwan changing class structures was perhaps 

not the biggest problem, but as the country was experiencing economic growth, and they 

started indentifying more as Taiwanese than Chinese, the ruling Chinese KMT was 

struggling, and eventually were forced to concessions by this. Whether they were forced to it 

for this reason or not can be argued back and forth, depending on from which school you are, 

but works well in the structural theory. Singapore perhaps have not really seen its class 
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structures change as much as the other countries, as they were excluded from Malaysia due to 

the Chinese in Singapore were getting richer and richer, but as Singapore gained 

independence, these Chinese kept on being the richest and are still considered the ruling elite, 

which indeed speaks in favor of this theory.  

However, if one is to twist and turn the events that happened prior and during the transitions it 

is easy to pinpoint why certain things did or did not happen. The theorists can definitely argue 

for why they are right, but they fail on showing why other theories are wrong. This is crucial 

when debating the theories, since if they cannot prove each other wrong how can they be 

more right than another theory? I believe that the reason for why the international factor has 

been neglected is for the reason that these theories do not clearly explain why they are right 

and why other theories are wrong. Therefore, I decided to add the international factors, which 

was done in the analysis. I further believe that international factors can help account for the 

modernization theory by adding a few aspects. Economically, one might believe it is 

important with foreign direct investment for an economy to grow, a similar strategy as we 

have seen in Singapore. However, that is far from the Korean way, in which they restricted 

important and just fostered their domestic market, the Taiwanese had a similar strategy.  

The other two theories cannot simply add the international factor for improvement, but as the 

analysis showed, the international factor is still apparent in all cases and have show itself as 

follows. Firstly, The Korean War has influenced the early politics of Korea, and must be seen 

as something international, which secondly goes alongside the threat that Taiwan had from 

China. Thirdly, Taiwan arguably started democratizing after having lost their position in the 

United Nations. Fourthly, Lee Kuan-Yew calls upon Asian values, and for Asian values to be 

Asian, the value has to be found elsewhere than in just Singapore, and as mentioned just now, 

the multinational companies in Singapore are obviously multinational. There are uncountable 

aspects in which one could incorporate the international factors, this paragraph and thesis only 

numbered a few.  

5.2 Discussing factors 
As can be easily observed, the different theories manage to capture different things. None of 

the theories tested in this thesis manages to explain the level of democracy today properly, 

accounting for everything, and is clearly more feasible than its competitors. However the 

findings from above coincide quite well with the findings of Teorell in his latest book. He 

points out a few factors that have not been mentioned so far though, but many of them are not 
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applicable to these three cases, but one that is, is that he argues that “military regimes were by 

themselves also more prone to move toward democracy (upturn) than one-party regimes” 

(Teorell 2010: 144), which also can help explain why Singapore did not democratize, and 

why South Korea did, but it does not help explain the case of Taiwan, which seems to be the 

exception here. Nonetheless he concludes in his book that all three big schools of thoughts 

matter, and that they still are of considerable importance (Teorell 2010). However, he further 

analyzed another game theory model, which in a way combined these three theories, which he 

calls the economic approach, however, it also have setbacks, such as the assumption that 

“people only care about their income” (Teorell 2010:25) and that there is not enough 

empirical corroboration for this theory yet, it is far from enough contested (Teorell 2010). 

However, it might be appropriate for further research to make a thoroughly analysis on this 

specific theory.  One of the main differences between the new economic approach and the old 

theories of democratization, the fact that the old theories have stood the test of time. However, 

combining these theories into a new theory could be fruitful in explaining democratization, 

but it still needs more research, which I call upon. 

At times one should put the theories aside, because, as I have argued, the theories do try to 

explain something, but they might not be more than factors in the end, factors which are not 

enabling preconditions, but factors that enhance the possibility of democracy. There are 

several factors which I believe have been influencing when it comes to the level of democracy 

in South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore. The first factor that I have noticed is the fact that 

economic development seems to be a factor, although it is far from being a determinant. 

Leadership seems to be something vital in these cases though, which comes naturally as these 

states have had strong authoritarian governments, and one can easily point out the differences 

between the leaders in Singapore, and in the two countries that democratized. The 

international factors have had a big impact on all cases, and have definitely been an important 

factor. Further, in the way that international factors have been important it is important to 

incorporate the history to that, since it is not only international factors working as they were 

democratizing, but instead it might come from earlier times, such as the Japanese colonialism. 

Further history proves important in other aspects as well, not the least considering that Taiwan 

had it written in their constitution long before the democratized. Further, institutions matter, 

in the sense that if some institutions are created, like the ones created by Japan in South Korea 

and Taiwan for bureaucracy, seems to have worked as a factor in favor of democracy. The 
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final factor I have found during the work of this thesis is one of legitimacy, which I believe to 

be among the very most important ones.  

The findings above do coincide quite much to both Ginsburg and Curtis, whom both are 

active scholars in this field. Both Curtis and Ginsburg emphasize the economic growth as 

important, and they both argue for the case of history and the international context. However I 

do agree with Curtis when he argues that the role of culture (which Ginsburg argues in favor 

for) is not of importance, but instead focus should be on the history, and Curtis also argue for 

the importance of political leaders (Ginsburg 2008) (Curtis 1997). I believe their major 

difference is that Ginsburg to some extent take the sequentialist argument, and believes some 

factors to be more similar to preconditions than Curtis, where as all the factors brought up by 

Curtis, in the same way as my own, are universal, and can be applied anywhere, which these 

factors should be able to. 

5.3 Further research 
In the field of democratization there is still a lot of research to be done, and this thesis has 

outlined a few factors that I believe needs to be further researched. One of the things for 

further research is in relation to the new economic theory, which was mentioned by Teorell, 

which itself needs more research to see its validity, but perhaps could also be brought in 

together with the traditional theories.  

Further the factors that I have brought up all need thoroughly research in which they can be 

properly tested to see to what extent they are true, and how important they are in relation to 

democratization.  

I would also like to emphasize the need for further studying the international factors in 

relation to democratization higher than some other factors brought up in this thesis, because I 

do find the international factors very important, and cannot be neglected. An example of what 

one can study within this field comes from one of the examples in the analysis, where one can 

study the role of the U.S., to compare the impact they had in Taiwan and South Korea 

compared to Singapore. 

The debate between sequentialists and universalists is not over yet, and I do believe that 

further research in this field would be fruitful, to fully understand the problem that scholars 

concerning this problem face.  
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I also believe that there needs to be more research similar to this thesis, but one which 

incorporates more countries, for the simple reason that the more research we get in this field, 

the greater knowledge we have, and analyzing three cases is never enough, if one is to 

understand it properly.  

As well as adding cases to the analysis, there is also much space for further research within 

each case, an example of that is that there is a need to further study the role of multinational 

companies in Singapore in relation to democracy, or just focusing on if Singapore will ever 

become a democracy. 

5.4 Concluding remarks 
Being an exception seems to be the easiest way to explain why these theories do not work. 

Naturally, theories are generalizations, but the theories of democratization are not generalized 

enough to explain these cases. Further, the more generalized they become, the less they 

actually say, therefore having a theory to explain democratization might not be favorable to 

explain why countries democratize. However, the theories can be good when you are looking 

at future cases, since it shows tendencies, a likelihood of something to happen. 

I would actually like to argue in favor for all these theories. As I set out starting my research, I 

was under the belief that none of them would adequately explain the development, but I 

slowly changed my view of this to instead understand the importance of each and every 

theory. It is as one say, that analyzing material through different theories is really like putting 

on different glasses, and with these glasses you see different aspects of the world. However, 

even if I argue in favor of the theories, I would not agree to the theories being explanatory 

enough by themselves, and I strongly believe that you need to take bits from all of them to 

understand the full picture. Democratization will never look the same twice, it might have 

similar features, but it will never look the same, it depends on the country. Every case needs 

an analysis of its own, and it is not feasible to generalize if one is to truly understand.   

The result from above should then be kept in mind when understanding why Singapore has 

not democratized. For which there are several reasons: the modernization theorists would 

blatantly fail here. However the transition- and the structural theorists can argue that the 

ruling elite of Singapore stopped the prospects of a democratic transition, or that the class 

structures have not changed enough for Singapore to democratize. There are many 

international factors why South Korea and Taiwan democratized, but not as many for why 
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Singapore should democratize, which can also be seen as a reason, and whether the 

multinational companies during the development of Singapore have helped or harmed is for 

future research. The legitimacy of Singapore also helps in explain why they have not 

democratized. I also do not see Singapore becoming a democracy any time soon, because they 

do not seem to have the need to, but only time will tell. Further, this is a study on 

democratization, perhaps it would be interesting to do a study on why countries do not 

democratize but with using the same cases. The result would be the same, but it would be 

even clearer why Singapore did not democratize. 

When Rustow expressed his view on the many roads to democracy, I cannot do anything but 

to take my hat off to him and agree to the difficulties that scholars in the field of democratic 

transitions face. However I would like to extend his sentence to: there may be many roads to 

democracy, and there may be even more to not getting there at all.  
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